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Dear Mr Julian Nicholas, 

                                 As to your letter to me in answeance to my letter to you of 29 

/6/20 and your letter to me no 14/7/20 because of covet 19 and lock down I have not 

been alb all to get someone to right for me it might have been in ..--.. ..- .... .- .. . . in 

code 

If I wanted it in welsh or Russian or polish or arrogant you would do it for them but I 

won’t to do it by skiing and seeing the anon bus face les how do not show there face 

I have been living in sully road from 1994 to now that is 26 years in that time I have 

only seen 3 member of the vale of Glamorgan and Mr Liam Mrs Joanna Cravens two 

time the man next to the lane ask me about the tree and he term 3 tree and cut back 

two I told them to see scot as his bay did the job for him I also rang Mr & ms Cravens 

and left massage on answer phone and their son Robert and waiting for them to call 

me back  

Bydown cut down there tree Norwood the Dix I see them 6 times in 26 years croft I 

have never seen Sunbury never seen green banal never seen arousals the lady in 

arosfas ask me to come in my garden and put up a fence and door o she can come 

in to see the man hole cove which I sad yes to the 18/4/13 1530 hours I rang the 

Creaven house and Robert answer I ask for mr or Mrs.  Told they were out I rang 

back and told to stop a phone pest I am sill waiting for a replay. 
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 1 can we go to the council to intervene  

 2 that depend on how your get on with your neighbours 

 Having only seen them 2 times seen they came had one letter from them and made 

3 telephone call. 

 2a the council should set down with both parties  



The council have stay in there   office the first officer can to look at the trees  

Second can to see and comeback with a letter to say cut the tree. 

The third time was to serve notice. 

In the tree we have bats and they have to be look after as they are ported  

We have birds come every year  

The tree where there before I move they were put in about 1935 when the house 

billet part of the agreement of sale so I have been told 

Over the years the tree has been cut.  

I quote from Odom the Council should contact both party sitting down and have a 

quiet invite them to talk to independent mediators but the council have not. 

The last time I heard from the Creavens was 19/4/13  

The welsh water told me kitchen roll paper blocked after they put a camera down the 

pipe. 

I was told over the telephone that the Creavens  complain about water from my land 

tin to there my replay was yes but the water come from the council parth  that waste 

the last I heard of that . 

Back in the ninety Mr. Dix said to me about topping off the tree and they wood all pay 

in to it I got someone in and pay £400 them ask Mr Dix for there  share 

 And told that they wood not pay there share. 

I wonted to show film of the bats but coved 19 stop the film company   

Coming 

I wanted to see the complains and meet them  

The vale of Glamorgan council offices have stay in their office and have not done 

anything in mediators. 

This could have been resolve years ago tree on the lane have been cut back by 

western power Alan and scot cut down 3 tree and back two sending a letter to 

someone who has reading problem of paper only showing their  face two times since 

they moved  and for face les  people who go behind your back  

You will have photos from my garden to the creavens showing no light lose. 

The tree is helping the environment by taking out co2 from road gas, 

We have high water table and take water out of the ground. 



When we have a south west wind the tree act as a natural wind break. 

Because of the environment and whether change we all have to do our part that is 

why there e are planning of tree on hill side to make more of the ozone  and to  get 

rid of CO2 and have more fresh air we all have to do our bit all together and we will 

have a better plant . 

  The Vale of Glamorgan act like Dictators starling or Tito they need to come out of 

the office and meet the city son of the Vale of Glamorgan and not be dictators  

It like if you like beach tree oak tree or red wood they are alright 

As SHAKESPEARE said beauty s in the beholder that also the sum for tree and 

hedge when a tree is not a hedge when is a hedge not treeing.  

I the parts 18 month there have been 2 court case one about beach tree hedge been 

cut down and also Red wood tree been cut and there are still apples going on . 

If you look at lemmon V webb1894 you will see that this thing is going on long be for 

that. 

If I had cut the tree back some one wood go running to the council complain  so that 

council should have got booth parties to gather and be dictators 

Go out meet people. 

In Mach 2019 a businessman was order to pay council £21000 for cutting back 

hedges. 

Our tree to cut them we have to have assessed and as no speak. 

If you look at the pictures from my of the tree you will see sunlight cover the hold of 

the back of their house 11 meteor  

The tree on the left is 9 meteors if you look at the picture the garage is 4-5 tall half 

way up the tree so tree is 9 meter tall. 

The garage to the right is 2-15 meter tall so the tree 4 times of that garage. 

If you look at the picture of the front of their house have tree taller  

 









 




